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The queen and the demon

Concepts of directionality in 
evolution



Many evolutionary biologists
abhor the concept of

directionality
in evolution.





















… my favourite theme that Darwinian 
evolution cannot be read as a theory of 
progress, but only as a mechanism for 
building better adaptation to changing local 
environments - and that the equation of 
evolution with progress represents our 
strongest cultural impediment to a proper 
understanding of evolution 

Our failure to find any clear vector of [...] 
accumulating progress [...] represents our 
greatest dilemma for a study of patterns in 
life's history.

Stephen Gould



‘Evolutionary progress’ – directional evolution



Darwinian evolution is a set of rules where the 
one constant (demographic) selective 

pressure is to outreproduce competitors.



‘Evolutionary progress’ – directional evolution

“The inhabitants of each successive 
period in the world's history have beaten 
their predecessors in the race for life [...] 
and this may account for that vague yet 
ill-defined sentiment [...] that organization 
on the whole has progressed”



‘Evolutionary progress’ – directional evolution

“as natural selection works solely by and 
for the good of each being, all corporal 
and mental endowments will tend to 
progress towards perfection”



Understanding of directionality 
was akin to Lamarck's concept 
of linear progress up life's 
ladder, and ever since the 
many evils of social Darwinism 
were recognized and 
abandoned, evolutionary 
biologists have been extremely 
cautious about considering 
evolutionary progress of any 
sort.





‘Evolutionary progress’ – directional evolution
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‘Evolutionary progress’ – directional evolution





The Court Jester‘s pendulum



The Court Jester‘s pendulum



Probabilistic directionality
in evolution



Life requires input of resources.
Life starts simple (non-complex).
Life means reproduction.

- spontaneously occurring yet heritable variability

- not only replacement but multiplication
Probabilistic directionality I: towards non-stasis

Probabilistic directionality II: more diversity & complexity

A priori conditions and their consequences





Resources are finite.

now what?

A priori conditions and their consequences



Resources are finite.

Probabilistic 
directionality III: 
towards higher 

fitness

A priori conditions and their consequences



Resources are finite.

Probabilistic 
directionality III: 
towards higher 

fitness

A priori conditions and their consequences



Resources are finite.

Probabilistic 
directionality III: 
towards higher 

fitness

A priori conditions and their consequences



‘momentary solutions’ ß à ‘permanent solutions’

Court Jester examples ?

Cold-adapted species are replaced 
when climate gets warmer.
Unguligrade species are replaced …

… when global habitats become swamps ?
Species with specific anti-predator defences are replaced …

… when any predators disappear ?
Herbivores with specific adaptations for chewing are replaced …

… by herbivores with enzymatic plant fibre digestion ?
… when plants dominate that do not contain fibre ?



y

x

Are scaling relationships ’laws’ around which 
adaptation works?

Interpreting patterns



y

x

More recently radiated taxa 
have a lower y. Is evolution 
‘directed’ towards low y?

Is there a systematic phylogenetic structure in the 
dataset?

Interpreting patterns
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x

High y a 
potential 

factor in the 
extinction of 

species?

Is there a systematic phylogenetic structure in the 
dataset?

Interpreting patterns
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Low y a 
contributing 

factor for the 
diversity of 

species?

Is there a systematic phylogenetic structure in the 
dataset?

Interpreting patterns



y

x

Is there a systematic phylogenetic structure in the 
dataset?

Interpreting patterns: snapshots

In this scenario, the scaling is a 
snapshot in evolutionary time. 
The scaling would have been 

different at different moments in 
evolutionary time (depending 

on extinction and radiation 
events)



Resources are finite.

Probabilistic 
directionality III: 
towards faster 
reproduction

A priori conditions and their consequences



‘momentary solutions’ ß à ‘permanent solutions’

Court Jester examples ?

Within a niche, species are replaced …
… by species with a more efficient

(i.e., faster at no additional cost)
reproduction.



Stasis
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Darwinian evolution is a set of rules where the 
one constant (demographic) selective 

pressure is to outreproduce competitors.

In the presence of competitors for limited 
resources, Darwinian selecetion should always 

go in the direction of a ‘Darwinian Demon’. 



An organism that starts reproducing directly after birth, producing a 
large number of surviving offspring at extreme speed without ever 
dying. 

Darwinian demon



An organism that starts reproducing directly after birth, producing a 
large number of surviving offspring at extreme speed without ever 
dying. 
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Darwinian demon



How do species achieve a faster 
reproduction?

We do not know (at least, in mammals). 



How do species achieve a faster 
reproduction?
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How do we measure the speed of 
reproduction?

As ‘Life History’ (‘pace of life). 

We do not know (at least, in mammals). 



Life history theory contradicts / 
overlooks directional evolution.



Mammal life history
‘fast’
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Mammal life history
‘fast’

High

Short

Many
Altricial

High

Pace of Life

Metabolism

Times
(gestation, longevity, growth, 

time to 1st reproduction)

Offspring / time

Mortality

‘slow’

Low

Long

Few
Precocial

Low



Evolution of
life history strategies is

understood as different solutions
to a tradeoff situation.



Life history scaling





Saying that you either invest more into reproduction 
(live fast, produce many offspring at a time) or more 
into maintenance (live slower, produce less offspring 
at a time but over a longer period) …

… is like saying that with a given amount of fuel, you 
either transport a certain load a certain distance, or 
a higher load a shorter distance

ignoring the possibility that someone might 
develop a more efficient engine.

The tradeoff fallacy





Saying that you either invest more into reproduction 
(live fast, produce many offspring at a time) or more 
into maintenance (live slower, produce less offspring 
at a time but over a longer period) …

… is like saying that if you want to have more meat 
on your chicken, you have to feed it more food for a 
longer period of time

ignoring the possibility that someone might 
breed an animal that grows faster on less food.

The tradeoff fallacy





Saying that you either invest more into reproduction 
(live fast, produce many offspring at a time) or more 
into maintenance (live slower, produce less offspring 
at a time but over a longer period) …

… is ignoring the possibility that individuals (and taxa) 
might evolve that achieve a higher reproductive 
output with the same level of resources due to a 
higher efficiency.

The tradeoff fallacy





Saying that you either invest more into reproduction 
(live fast, produce many offspring at a time) or more 
into maintenance (live slower, produce less offspring 
at a time but over a longer period) …

… is like saying you do not believe that evolution can 
find new solutions.

The tradeoff fallacy



Two ways of being a creationist
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Why would you consider 
this a pattern due to fixed 
life history tradeoff laws?

You would not consider 
the overall pattern a fixed 
law, but consider it with 
respect to technical 
progress. 
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Why would you consider 
this a pattern due to fixed 
life history tradeoff laws, 
and not rather a 
snapshot in a process of 
optimization?

You would not consider 
the overall pattern a fixed 
law, but consider it with 
respect to technical 
progress. 



Assessing
‘direction’/Red Queen/escalation/progress 

in life history

using the PanTheria dataset
(Jones et al. 2009)



The eutherian superorders of Afrotheria and Xenarthra are not 
particularly speciose and could serve as a test case for clades 
that produced low extant diversity.

Eutherian superorder assessment
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A clear picture for lifetime offspring output?
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Because niche space is less diverse at larger body sizes, large 
herbivores may be a particularly fruitful area of research for 
‘directed evolution’.

Herbivore
basicTM

Herbivore
2.0TM

Herbivore
professionalTM

Herbivore
ultimateTM

Niche-specific assessment

?



Niche-specific assessment
Because niche space is less diverse at larger body sizes, large 
herbivores may be a particularly fruitful area of research for 
‘directed evolution’.



No clear picture for neonate mass



A clear picture for gestation length



No clear picture for longevity



No effect for lifetime offspring



Clear effect for yearly offspring



A clear picture for intrauterine growth



A clear picture for lifetime offspring production



Summary, Conclusions & Outlook

Rather than understanding tradeoffs along the fast-slow 
continuum as fixed physical laws, they can be considered as 
representing the efficiency of the organisms from which the 
data was taken – and that efficiency may evolve.

Within the boundaries of a specific niche, species possibly 
compete by demographic means: by evolving a faster 
reproduction.

Life history characteristics appear to be linked to taxonomic 
groups.



The interesting question …

… what allowed the remaining extant species of the 
‘slower’ taxa to survive?



Summary, Conclusions & Outlook

Rather than understanding tradeoffs along the fast-slow 
continuum as fixed physical laws, they can be considered as 
representing the efficiency of the organisms from which the 
data was taken – and that efficiency may evolve.

Within the boundaries of a specific niche, species possibly 
compete by demographic means: by evolving a faster 
reproduction.

Life history characteristics appear to be linked to taxonomic 
groups.

We would predict that during geological history, ‘faster’ species 
were not replaced by ‘slower’ species.

The physiological means by which species differ in their life 
history are not well explored.



By what means do cattle achieve faster intrauterine 
growth than horses?

Gestation periods
Cattle 280 days
Horse 340 days
Dromedary 390 days
Okapi 440 days

Hyrax 230 days
Hare 42 days

Elephant 22 months
Blue whale 12 months



thank you for your attention


